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Do the splits 
Activity 1 

Focus of activity: Finding ¼, ¾, 1/3 and 2/3 of numbers. 

Working together: conceptual understanding 
• Sketch the following bar model:

• Discuss what it shows. 24 is split into four equal parts, one quarter of 24 is 6. How much is two
quarters? Three quarters? Four quarters? Write ¼ of 24 is 6, ¾ of 24 is 18.

• Show the bar model practically by drawing a bigger outline and placing 24 counters in the top
section. Ask chn to put ¼ of the counters in each of the four sections below.

• Draw the following bar model:

• What does this bar model show? What fraction statements can we write about it? Write 1/3 of 24
is 8, 2/3 of 24 is 16 and 3/3 of 24 is 24.

• Draw a larger bar model outline to match, and use 24 counters to show finding thirds of 24.
• Draw the following bar model and ask chn what number needs to be written in each quarter:

• If we are right, what should the four numbers add up to? Do they? What is ¾ of 40?
• Ask chn to copy this bar model onto their whiteboards and write numbers into each third:

• What is 2/3 of 18?

Up for a challenge?  
Draw your own bar model to show finding quarters of 16. Draw your own bar model to show finding 
thirds of 30. 
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Now it’s the children’s turn: 
• Chn use bar model pictures to help them to find ¼, ¾, 1/3 and 2/3 of numbers.
• Go round the group and mark their work, e.g. initially after two examples.

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:
If chn cope well, ask them to draw their own bar models to help them to find ¾ of 32 and 2/3 of 21.

Things to remember 
Remember that if we find one third of a number, we can double it to find two thirds. If we find one 
quarter of a number, we can multiply this by three to find three quarters of a number. Say that 100 
people were asked if they preferred chocolate ice cream to vanilla ice cream. ¾ of them preferred 
chocolate. Together draw a bar model diagram to represent this, and work out how many people 
preferred each flavour.  
You may want to add something that has emerged from the activity. This may refer to 
misconceptions or mistakes made. 

Resources 
• Mini whiteboards and

pens

Outcomes 
1. Chn can use bar model pictures to find ¼, ¾, 1/3 and 2/3 of

numbers.
2. Chn begin to draw their own bar model pictures to find fractions

of amounts.



Do the splits 
Activity 1

Work in pairs, write your answers on your own sheet
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Learning outcomes:
• I can use bar model pictures to find ¼, ¾, ⅓ and ⅔ of numbers.
• I am beginning to draw my own bar model pictures to find fractions of amounts.

Things you will need:
• A pencil

What to do:

• Work out what number needs to go in each empty section of the bar model pictures.

Use the pictures to answer the fraction questions.

¼ of 20 is ¾ of 20 is

     ⅓ of 12 is ⅔ of 12 is

 ¼ of 12 is ¾ of 12 is

 ¼ of 28 is ¾ of 28 is

 ⅓ of 15 is ⅔ of 15 is

 ⅓ of 27 is ⅔ of 27 is

 ¼ of 36 is ¾ of 36 is

 ⅓ of 30 is ⅔ of 30 is

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:
Draw your own bar models to find ¾ of 32 and ⅔ of 21.
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Fraction families 
Activity 2 

Focus of activity: Find equivalent fractions to ½, 1/3 and ¼. 

Working together: conceptual understanding 
• Give each pair a copy of the coloured fraction wall (see child instructions). Talk through what

each strip shows – one is split into halves, one into thirds, one into quarters and so on. Point out
how these are written, e.g. 1/12 – one split into 12, one part out of 12.

• Ask them to cut off the strip showing one half. They move this strip to the row showing quarters.
How many quarters are the same as one half? Write ½ = 2/4. We say that one half and two
quarters are equivalent.

• Chn work in pairs to find another group of unit fractions which are the same size as one half, e.g.
4/8. Write the equivalent pairs, e.g. ½ = 4/8. We could say that all these fractions are in the half
family. Don’t worry about finding all the fractions equivalent to one half as chn will have the
opportunity to do this in their activity.

• Ask chn to cut out 1/3, and find one fraction which is equivalent. Record the equivalence, e.g. 1/3

= 2/6.

Up for a challenge?  
How many sixths are the same as 2/3? How many eighths are the same as ½? 

Now it’s the children’s turn: 
• Give each pair three copies of a fraction wall (see child instructions).
• They take one, and cut it into strips of fractions. They colour one half of the strip divided into

halves, and then look for as many other fractions as they can which are equivalent. They stick
theses under one half, and colour in half of each strip to match. They write the pairs of
equivalent fractions.

• They take the next fraction wall, cut into strips and colour in one quarter of the strips of
quarters. They look for fractions equivalent to ¼. They stick under strips of quarters and write
the pairs of equivalent fractions.

• Repeat for 1/3 using the last fraction wall.
• Go round the group and check their sets of equivalent fractions.

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:
If chn cope well, ask them to use the groups of fractions they have stuck together to find fractions
equivalent to 2/3 and ¾. Some chn may be able to do the easier activity on Day 4 of the weekly plan.
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Things to remember 
Remember that there are lots of fractions which are equivalent to one half. Ask chn to look at the 
fractions they found. Ask them what they notice about the top number (numerator) compared to 
the bottom number (denominator). The top number is half the bottom number, as we want half of 
the parts of the bottom number to get a fraction which is equivalent to ½. 
You may want to add something that has emerged from the activity. This may refer to 
misconceptions or mistakes made. 

Resources 
• Coloured fraction walls for the whole

group session (see child instructions)
• Three black and white fraction walls

for the paired activity (see child
instructions)

• Scissors
• Glue sticks

Outcomes 
1. Chn can find fractions which are equivalent to

½, 1/3 and ¼.
2. Chn begin to find fractions equivalent to 2/3 and

¾.



Fraction families 
Activity 2

Work in pairs
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Learning outcomes:
• I can find fractions which are equivalent to ½, ⅓ and ¼.
• I am beginning to find fractions equivalent to ⅔ and ¾.

Things you will need:
• A pencil
• Three fraction walls
• Scissors
• Glue sticks

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:
Use your groups of fraction strips to find fractions which are equivalent 
(same size) to ⅔.
Now find fractions which are equivalent to ¾.

1/2 1/2

1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4

1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6

What to do:
• Colour in half of the strip divided into ½ s.

• Cut the fraction wall into strips. Lay each strip one at a time next to the strip of
halves until you find a number of fractions which are the same size as ½. Colour in
half of this strip.

• Repeat for each strip until you have found all the fractions which are equivalent
(same size) to ½.

• Stick these fractions under one another.

• Write the pairs of equivalent fractions.

• Take the next fraction wall. Find the strip of ⅓ s and colour ⅓.

• Cut the fraction wall into strips. Lay each strip one at a time next to the strip of
thirds until you find a number of fractions which are the same size as ⅓. Colour in
⅓ of this strip.

• Repeat for each strip until you have found all the fractions which are equivalent to ⅓.

• Stick these fractions under one another.

• Write the pairs of equivalent fractions.

• Now use the third fraction wall to find fractions which are equivalent to ¼.

2⁄4 = ½ 
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Fraction families 
Activity 2

1
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